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I WOULDA 
KICKED HIS 

ARSE

LƒDY VS CROC!

A
RMED with only a single 
double-plugger thong, this 
heroic lady and her mighty 
dog, Meatball, put the fear of 
crocodile Jesus into a four-

metre-long monster Salty the other 
day in the steamy deep north.

The knobby, PEOPLE-EATING CUNT 
had bellied up to Cahills Crossing in 
the Territory, a favourite feeding place 
for crocs, where the brave local stood 
her ground, stared him down, and 
denied him landfall.

The lady, who cannot be named in 

case Greenpeace gets the shits and 
charges her with scaring protected 
man-eating reptiles, stood on the bank 
and went eye-ball to eytehball with the 
slavering river-dinosaur, WHACKING 
HER THONG loudly against her hand 
and in its toothy face. Then she took a 
stick and chucked it in the water. The 
splash it made was terrifying.

The croc knew if she deployed her 
second double-plugger he was 
doomed, so he fucked off, shitting 
himself and making the East Alligator 
River even browner.  

Hero sheila

shoos off

shit-lizard

with thong

THE BUGGER!
Garn, ya 
leathery 
coward!
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MORE HOT PORN 
CAREER TIPS!

D
ark X

OR all of youse out there
thought porn was just RO
AND GIGGLE, rising Sepp
porn star Pristine Edge w
set ya straight.

This perky-titted nympho reck
the only way to make it in the wild
wonderful world of SPLOOGE CIN
is to take it seriously and work, w
work, just like her heroine Jenna
Jameson, who made more bucks
out of screen fucks than anyone
else in history.

Pristine wants to be just like h
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“I love giving messy blowjobs and I’m

even down to delivering her 
version of Jenna’s trademark 
wet, sloppy blowjobs.

“She’s my favourite porn  
star of all time. I really look  
up to her,” says the ambitious 
27-year-old stunner from St 
Louis, Missouri.
So you’re not just in this 
for a bit of a laugh and 
all the orgasms you can 
eat then?

 “I’d tell any girl 
wanting to get into porn to 
keep it professional and look 
at it as a career, not a party – 
even though it is fun!” 
Atta girl! You still enjoy  
watching it, but?

“I used to watch porn at home 
with my boyfriend to get in the 
mood – now I watch it just for 
homework!”
Yeah, that’s our excuse, too. 
So far we’re top of the class. 
How’d ya get into the biz?

“I was a dancer for seven 
years. The first time I was 
approached to do porn I was  
21 and turned it down. Then  
a couple of years ago I started 
doing webcam work, I was 
approached again and this  
time I was ready.”
So are ya lovin’ it or what?

“I do love it! I get paid to have 
fun and have sex.” 

What’s your SPECIAL SUBJECT?
“I love giving messy blowjobs and 
I’m pretty good at it, too.”
They all say that, but have any 
of your male co-stars had cause 
to make a complaint about your 
technique? Be honest.

“Of course not, I’m a pro!”
Yeah, we kinda had the 
impression you were. Don’t 
forget us when you’ve made 
your first BILLION. 
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Flash
Believe it 
or not,  
this shit 

happened!

THE floods in central NSW brought much hardship to
the locals, so when one woman went home after being
evacuated the first thing she wanted to do was to have
a COMFORTING CRAP in her own brasco. But her
nightmare wasn’t over – when she lifted the lid, instead
of the welcoming gleam of white porcelain, she was
greeted by the evil, beady eyes of dozens of bright
green frogs. AMPHIBIOLOGISTS reckon a creek must’ve
flooded the sewerage system, which then backed up into
the house, and the frogs just reckoned living in a dunny
was heaps nicer and decided to stayus
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OUR next morning cuppa
ould give you a THREE-
AY STIFFY. Makers of Stiff 
ull, a new brand of instant 

coffee in the US, say it 
helps coffee drinkers “stay 
harder longer” thanks to 
secret traditional herbs 
sourced from the jungles of 
Malaysia. “These ingredients 
produce an awesome effect that  
can last up to 2 – 3 days,” they 
claim. But the US Food and Drug 
Administration say it’s more likely 
down to the dose of desmethyl 
carbodenafil, a drug similar to 
Viagra, in every cup. Still, whatever 
gets ya through the day, eh?

BRASCO FROGS

COFFEE TO GO

was heaps nicer and decided to stay.A
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WE DREW ƒ 
COCK ON IT279

They were 
just taddies a 
minute ago... 

ALL Chinese bloke Xia Yuanhai 
wants this Chrissie is a HAT that
FITS. The 53-year-old, who lives in
the village of Laotu in Chongqing,
south-western China, has facial
hyperplasia, an ALLEN FUNT of a
condition that caused his once-
handsome boat-race to BULK UP
to its present proportions, as well
as rendering him partially deaf
and fucking up his teeth. But the
good news is his older bro, Xia
Yuanchang is fund-raising for an
operation to restore Yuanhai to
Brad Pitt levels of kissability.

SKULL 
BUGGERY

I’M GUNNA 
HAVE A FAT 

WHITE

PLEASE 
HEADBUTT 

EDDIE MCGUIRE



A POMMY sheep farmer is so pissed
off with passing SWAGMEN knockin’ 
off his JUMBUCKS that he’s sprayed 
his flock FLUORO ORANGE. Pip 
Simpson, from Troutbeck, north-east 
England, sprayed 800 of his SHEEPY 
PALS with luminous orange dye to 
make them less attractive to sheep-

rustlers. He’s working on the theory 
that no-one would steal a RANGA 
RAM. “Over the last four years we 
have had nearly 300 sheep go 
missing or pinched,” he said. “The 
only solution we could find was to 
make them completely different  
to everybody else’s.” 

WHAT THE FLOCK?!

CARP are fat, slimy CUNTOXEN of things that seriously
fuck up every Australian river they’re dumped into. So
GOOD ON pom fisho Tim Webb for catching this world-
record 100kg BLUBBERGUTS after a 90 minute tussle in
Ban Pong, Thailand. On ya, Timbo. But BOO-HISS to him
for not deep frying the bludger, instead releasing it into
his own carp fishery for other NUTTY angling types to
come and catch. “Having a fish of that size generates a
lot of interest, people will want to come and have a go at
trying to catch it,” he gaggled. Fishos are DIFFERENT.

CARP ARE CRAP

PISSING rain and NAD-SHRINKING COLD water didn’t 
deter 500 pasty poms from hurling themselves STARK 
NAKED into the murky North Sea at Druridge Bay, 
Northumberland, the other day. They were partaking  
in the fifth annual North East Skinny Dip, which raises 
dosh for a mental health charity – appropriately 
enough, ’cos you’d have to be FUCKEN CRAZY to do it.  
At least they got a nice BLUE-ISH TAN for their efforts.

BEYOND BLUE

Garn, 
blokes – 
FUCK IT!

I CAN’T FEEL 
MY ANUS 

ANYMORE!

DON’T MAKE 
THE RANGA 

SHEEP ANGRY

MEGƒ-NOGGIN!
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W
HEN a couple of fun-
lovin’, free-wheelin’ 
SPUNKY AUSSIE 
BABES take a holiday 
together, you can 

expect BULK NUDITY and some 
TONGUEY LEZZO SHENANIGANS.

So it came to pass when Trixie 
(blue shorts) and Num-Nums (pink 
shorts) decided to spend their hols 
swimming, bush-walking, PASHING 
and WASHING each other’s BUMS.

It all started to go a bit NUDE-
SHAPED on the first day when Trix 
and Nums set off on a bushwalk, 
only to find themselves suffering 
badly from SWEATY CRACKS and 
INTIMATE CHAFING.

Nums, being the brainy one, 
figured that if they took their clothes 
off, things could only get better.

S
go
Nunga-out 

nymphets on nude 
holiday rampage!
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C’MON, TRIX, 
LET’S GET 

NAKED!

S

!



I’M CHANGING 
MY NAME TO 

SANDY 
MCCRACKEN!

12  



They did, and things immediately 
got FUCKEN FANTASTIC.

Unencumbered by CLOBBER of 
any kind they frolicked though the 
scrub like a couple of SEXY BILBIES.

Making their way down to the 
beach, they had a squealy lezzo 
make-out session while writhing 
around on the sand.

Wrong! In no time at all their 
delicate and fragrant LADY BITS 
had become – and we hate to say 
this, readers – somewhat GRITTY.

So it was off to the showers for 
some intense de-wingling, with 
each girl giving the other a 
thorough GOING-OVER.

Then it was off for a TOPLESS 
COFFEE in a TOPLESS COFFEE 
SHOP, and after that they went 
home and had a NICE FUCK.   

WATCH  
OUT FOR 

KLINGONS!
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YOU WANNA
PIECE OF

THIS?

BREAKING DOWN 
THE WALLS
YOU know you’ve succeeded as a wobbling
CHUNKOSAURUS when first responders
have to break down a wall and use a
forklift to haul you off to hossie. In August
2013, Khalid bin Moheen Shaari, all 610kg
of him, had to be transported to surgery so
317kg of GLUEY LARD could be siphoned
from his massive body. Which he probably 
then ate in a smoothie. 

ROY NELSON
MMA fighter, Roy ‘Big Country’
Nelson, has recently put the “cunt”
right back into his 117kg nickname.
After stomping bulk SHADES OF
SHIT out of Antonio Silva in Brazil,
Big Roy gave the ref a kick in the
arse and the middle finger for not
stopping the fight earlier. UFC
president Dana White LOST HIS
TITS and said Roy needs “to be
buried” for touching a referee.
Then he hired an excavator
because the hole will have to
be really, really big.

Count the calories for the
planets, ’cos they don’t and 

WELCOME TO  
THE WAISTLINE
AC/DC’s lucky its latest lead singer, Axl 
Rose, didn’t eat Angus for being named after 
a steak, then scoff the rest of the band with 
custard and try take a bite out of terrified 
gig-goers in the front row. They’re probably 
only now safe cos Axl’s cheese-filled chub-
cheeks were obscuring his PIGGY VISION. 

CHAMPIO

This is his 
version of 

jogging
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BIG SEXY
AT 130kg, Seppo model Tess
Holliday may be a HUMAN BLIMP,
but she’s a hella sexy human
blimp. Each of her mighty, baby-
smooth thighs weighs as much as
two normal supermodels, which
she probably ate deep-fried for
lunch. Don’t care. There can
never be TOO MUCH of a hottie.

THE FATT

BANANORAMA
FATTER than a HARVEST PIG and 
smarter than a basket is how
Meatus, a rhesus macaque at
Osaka zoo, likes to roll. His folds
of flab were due to people throwing
inappropriate tucker like hot dogs,
turduckens and deep-fried Mars
bars into his enclosure. Before
being put on a diet, he topped out
at 30kgs - three times the usual
weight for an adult macaque. 

PET HATES
NOT eating is what these two porked-up dis
lickers hate the most. Meet Dennis the 25.4
Dachsund and Meatball, the world’s fattest
weighing in at 16.3kgs. Lying around like fat,
sausos while MEAT-CUSTARD is ram-funne
their guts is what they live – and probably –

ONS!

Can also be 
used as draft 

excluder

0

Zoo .

g
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Daredevil monos around
entire Isle of Man TT course

FUCKEN 
HAEMERRHOIDS!

UGE CAGGED Pom Dougie
Lampkin has become the
first bloke to wheelie a
murdercycle the entire 
terrifying length of the 

famous Isle of Man TT racetrack.
Utilising all the craft and skill  he 

acquired notching up 12 World Trials 
championships, Dougie, 40, did the 
60.725km course in an impressive  
one hour and 35 minutes. 

In that time, he rounded more than 
200 corners and climbed to an altitude 
of 422m, all on only one wheel. He also 
battled ferocious 65km/h winds 
carrying the sour beer-breath of Pom 
pissheads sucking back pints in every 
pub along the Mountain Course.

Dougie’s first attempt was delayed 
for 24 hours by even more ferocious 
winds, but come kick-off he was keen  
to GET CRACKING.

“From the word go it was so 
intense,” he revealed after the run. “Up 
to 10 times I came close to dropping the 
bike, and I thought I’d lost it twice. I was 
just hanging on, really.”

But hang on he did, front wheel 
proudly in the air and with his giant 
cojones slapping painfully against  
his cramping thighs. 

“It wasn’t over until a couple of 
metres from the end,” he bleeped later. 
“But that last couple of metres was
just amazing.” 

Now he’s just gotta get used to
on two wheels again. 

o riding

STƒND ƒND DELIVER

UGE-CAGGED Pom Dougie

Doug’s a 
bigger star 

than Kim K!

EVER!
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Wear your
heart on
your sleeve

Dynamic 
Artwork

Easy-care
Cotton-blen

ique Aussie
aped Zip Pull

ont patch
worn over the

heart
Not A ailable in stores

Truckies United Hoodie

✁
INTEREST-FREE INSTALMENTS — PAY NOTHING NOW

They’re the big men who drive the big rigs that keep Australia moving... Men 
with big hearts too ’cause without our trucks Australia stops. If you’re proud to 
count yourself amongst the brotherhood of the road, then show it when you 
wear this custom-designed hoodie, only from The Bradford Exchange!

Bold custom art… classic hoodie appeal
Crafted in an easy-care, cotton-blend knit, with brushed fl eece on the inside, 
our hoodie has special features designed for a proud King of the Road. The 
back features a detailed appliqué design featuring a rig powering ahead along 
with message “Without Trucks Australia Stops”. The front features an 

embroidered patch and a big rig zip pull, while an arm patch proudly proclaims 
‘Truckies United’. Design details include deep front pockets, knit cuffs and hem 
and chrome-look metal tippets on the hood drawstring. 

Affordable Value with a Money-Back Guarantee
Available in four sizes, the “Truckie United Hoodie” is a true value at just $99.98 
or 2 instalments of $49.99, plus $14.99 postage and handling and backed by 
our 30-day guarantee. To reserve your hoodie, send no money now, just return 
the coupon or go online today at www.bradford.com.au/trucks

403-NIN05.01

©2016 The Bradford Exchange Lt
A.B.N. 13 003 159 617

❑ M (38-40) ❑ L (42-44)

❑ XL (46-48) ❑ XXL (50-52)

Reserve yours today.  3 easy options:

1. MAIL  no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369
Parramatta NSW 2124

or 2. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

or 3. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/trucks  
quoting promotion code:  88214

Please allow up to 10 business days for delivery.  All sales subject to product availability and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our privacy policy is available online at www.bradford.com.au. 
From time to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to contact you. If you would prefer not to receive such offers, please tick this box. ❑

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms _____ First Name: _____________________________

Surname: ________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________

_____________________________________ Postcode: __________

Phone:  _________________________________________________

Email:   _________________________________________________

 THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE
Please Respond by 14th November 2016

YES! Please reserve the “Truckies United 
Hoodie”for me as described in this advertisement. 
I understand I need pay nothing now.
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For quickest delivery, order online:

www.bradford.com.au/trucks
Quoting promotion code: 88214
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Q. WHAT DO YOU CA
A DEAD MEMBER OF
ISIS?
A. WASWAS.
“When I was growing up, my father
would often come home stoned. He was
an adulterer and we lived in a Taliban
village.” – Hayden Black

Q. HOW DO YOU BLOW
UP AN ISIS MEMBER’S
PHONE?
AA. PPUUTT IITT IINNTTOO 
AIRPLANE MODE.

s
declared war on ISIS. Which is ironic,
because now they’re being attacked by
72 virgins. 

Q. WHAT’S THE
SMALLEST ORGAN
IN A GOAT?
A. AN ISIS
SOLDIER’S DICK.
“57 virgins you get. My arse. What are
you gunna do with 57 virgins? You’ve just
blown your balls off.” – Billy Connolly

Q. WHY DO MOST
RAPES BY ISIS GO
UNREPORTED?
A. BECAUSE GOATS
CCAANN’’TT TTAALLKK.

“They’re always going, don’t deal with 
terrorists. Let’s deal with them. What’s 
Allah offering you boys, 100 virgins? 
We’ll give you 50 slags.” – Frankie Boyle

Q. WHY ARE THERE NO 
ISIS MEMBERS IN 
STAR TREK?
A. BECAUSE IT’S THE 
FUTURE.
“I’m not worried about Islamic suicide 
bombers, they can only do it once. Now a 
Hindu suicide bomber, that’s more of a 
threat.” – Jimmy Carr 

Q. WHY DOES ISIS CALL 
CAMELS ‘SHIPS OF THE
DESERT’?
AA. ’CCOOSS TTHHEEYY’RREE FFUULLLL 
OF SEMEN. 

LL The hacking group Anonymous ha



Jokes about dumb bastards 

X
X

X
X

who blow themselves up

“The naivety of Al-Qaeda 
trying to bring religious war to 

Glasgow. We’re 400 years 
ahead of you guys! You’ve not 

even got a football team!”  
– Frankie Boyle

An Isis suicide bomber carried out his mission and made 
it to heaven, where he found his 72 virgins. Problem was, 
they were all blokes playing World of Warcraft.

Q. DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THE 
SECRET ISIS SEX TOY FACTORY?
A. THEY SPECIALISE IN BLOW-UP 
DOLLS. 
When terrorists feed their children, do they say “open 
wide” while zooming the food through the air making 
airplane noises? Or do they just smash it in the kid’s face?

MY NANS 
GOT BIGGER 

BALLS 
THAN ISIS
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185CM

ANYONE GOT 
A STEP-

LADDER?
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Y
OU can thank the SNOOTY, 
HEIGHTIST CUNTS in the 
fashion industry for being  
able to see Blaire naked in 
front of you today.

The 18-year-old Seppo wanted to  
be a fashion model, but – somewhat 
cruelly – was told to GO AWAY.

“They all said I was too tall,” sighs 
the 185cm, 18-year-old TOWER of 
TERRIFICNESS and former school 
volleyball champ.

So Blaire took her loooong legs, her 
perky C-cup titties and her muscular,
hypnotic BUM and embarked on a
career as a nudie model instead.

And looking at the results of this,

her very first modelling shoot, that’s a win
for us. And you.

To put her HEIGHTINESS in perspective, 
she’s exactly half a metre taller than 
popular Game of Thrones short-arse Peter 
Dinklage, and a good 15cm – or a stock-
standard, non-porn PEEN LENGTH – taller 
than Tom Cruise.

And that’s before she bungs on stilettos.
Considering that most of her seems to be 

made up of leg, leg and more leg, we figure 
Blaire has a LONG future in front of her as a 
nudie person, but if that ever falls over, she 
has plenty of other options.

We were thinking she’d be great at giving 
giraffes prostate exams, getting tennis 
balls out of roof gutters, or playing in the 
forward pocket for the Swans.

Only trouble is, she’s so tall, she needs 
someone to give her FOOT MASSAGES.

Any volunteers?

21

GS
And Blaire 

knows how to 
use them

HE'S GOT



QUOTE OF THE WEEK

JEFF ROSS

Q. WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A COPPER WITH A 
SPEED GUN AND GOING DOWN 
ON A WOMAN? 
A. WHEN YOU GO DOWN ON A 
WOMAN YOU CAN SEE THE CUNT 
BEHIND THE BUSH.
SPICKY, VIA EMAIL

A FELLA arrives home from work and finds his 
wife stressed because the kids had been running 
wild all day. 

She asks if he would take them out for a pizza. 
He tells the kids to go into the garage, and 

follows them. A few moments later the wife hears 
two loud bangs. 

The guy comes back into the house and asks, 
“OK, that’s done – where’s my pizza?”
F.K., VIA EMAIL

A DRUNK was staggering down an alley 
carrying a box with holes in the sides. He 
bumped into a friend who asked, “What’d 
have you got in there, mate?”

“It’s a mongoose,” the drunk replied.
“What have you got that for?”
“Well, you know how drunk I can get. 

When I get drunk I see snakes, and I’m 
scared to death of snakes. That’s why I got 
this mongoose, for protection.”

“But that’s stupid!” the friend said.
“Those snakes are just imaginary.”

“That’s okay,” said the drunk, showing
his friend inside the empty box. “So is my
mongoose.”
TERRY, HURSTVILLE, NSW

You're Joking

A
la

m
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“YOU LOOK LIKE WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN THE MORNING-AFTER PILL 

KIND OF WORKS.”

Q. HOW MANY CALORIES DO 
YOU GET FROM EATING PUSSY?
A. IT DEPENDS ON WHICH WAY 
SHE WIPES.
GAIL, YANCHEP, WA

A WEE Irish lad is crying his eyes when a man 
walks up him. Fellling sorry for the lil fella, the 
man asks, “What’s wrong wit ya,young fella?”

The boy sniffles, “Me ma just died.”
“Oh Jaysus!” the man says. “Do you want me 

to get Father O’Riley for yez?”
The boy replies, “No tanks, mister. Sex is de 

last ting on me mind right now.”
GEOFF, BENALLA, VIC 

A BLONDE walks up to the librarian and 
says, “I’m here for the porn try-outs.”

“This is a library, dear,” says the 
disgusted old librarian.

“Oh, sorry,” whispers the blonde. “I’m 
here for the porn try-outs!”
VESS, LOGAN, QLD

A FATHER asks his ten-year old son if he knows 
about the birds and the bees, and the kid 
immediately bursts into tears. Confused, the 
father asks what’s wrong.

“Well, when I was 6, I you told me thewre’s 
no Santa,” the boy said. “At 7, I got the ‘no Easter 
Bunny’ speech. When I was 8 you told me there’s 
no Tooth Fairy. If you tell me that grown-ups 
don’t fuck, I’ll have nothing left to live for.”
D.H., VIA EMAIL 

THREE blokes are working on a high rise 
building. Chook falls off and is killed. As the 
ambulance takes the body away, Simmo 
says, “Someone should go d tell his wife.” 

Macca says, “Okay, I’ll do it.”
Two hours later, Macca comes back 

carrying a slab of VB. Simmo asks, “Where 
did you get that, Macca?” 

“Chook’s missus gave it to me.” 
“That’s crazy! You told her her husband 

was dead and she gave you beer?” 
Macca says, “Not exactly. I said to her, 

‘You must be Chook’s widow,’  and she said, 
No, I’m not a widow.”

And I said, “Wanna bet a slab on that?”
C.H., GEELONG, VIC 

A MAN is in a bar on top of a skyscraper when 
another man walks in and asks the bartender for a 
whisky. He downs it, leaps out the window, floats 
back up and climbs back in the bar. 

The other man at the bar is amazed and asks 
the man how he did it. 

“Easy,” says the man. “Outside this window 
are strong wind currents which you can ride back 
to the window.”                                                     

“Wow!” says the man at the bar, “I gotta try it.” 
He leaps out the window and falls to his death. 

“Fuck Superman,” says the bartender to the 
other guy. “You’re a jerk when you’re drunk.”
HUGH, DAINTREE, QLD 

BRAD the builder was on the third floor  
when he realised he forgot to bring his saw 
with him. He shouts to Paddy, but Paddy 
can’t hear him. So he uses sign language. He 
points to his eye (to say “I”), then to his knee 
(“need”), and then he moves his hand back 
and forth in a sawing motion (“saw”). 

Paddy gives him the thumbs up, then he 
drops his daks and starts wanking. 

Furious, Brad runs downstairs. 
“What the hell are you doing, Paddy? All I 

said was I need my saw!”
“I know,” says Paddy. “I was just letting 

you know I was coming.” 
 L.P., JINDABYNE, NSW 

$100
WINS
JOKE OF THE WEEK
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Got a grouse joke? Post it or email it to  
Picturejokes@bauer-media.com.au and we’ll send you $20 if we 

publish your jape. PLUS Joke of the Week gets a YOOJ $100!

“TO GET A MAN’S ATTENTION,
UST STAND IN FRONT OF TV 

AND DON’T MOVE.”

MEN LOOK AT WOMEN
HE WAY MEN LOOK AT

CARS. EVERY MAN 
LOOKS AT FERRARIS. 
NOW AND THEN WE 
LIKE A PICK UP 

RUCK. AND WE  
ALL BUY STATION 
WAGONS.”

“MY MOTHER 
SAID THE ONLY 
REASON MEN ARE
ALIVE IS FOR LAWN CARE AND 
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE.”

“MEN ARE SUCH LIARS. WE’LL LIE ABOUT 
LYING IF WE HAVE TO. I’M AN ALGEBRA 
LIAR. I FIGURE TWO GOOD LIES MAKE A 

POSITIVE.”

“I GREW UP IN A 
VERY LARGE 

FAMILY; I NEVER 
EVEN SLEPT 
ALONE UNTIL 
AFTER I WAS 
MARRIED.”

“I DON’T THINK I’LL 
EVER GET MARRIED 

AGAIN; INSTEAD, EVERY FIVE 
YEARS OR SO, I’LL JUST FIND A 

WOMAN I DON’T LIKE AND GIVE HER A 
HOUSE AND A CAR.”

THE PROFESSIONAL
ACTOR, COMEDIAN, TOOLMAN:  TIM ALLEN

THE JOKE’S ON YOU

Q. HOW DO YOU DROWN A
HIPSTER? 

. IN THE MAINSTREAM.

farted in a room of 
ipsters and I watched 
hem fight each other 
ver who heard it first. 

Q. HOW MUCH 
DOES A HIPSTER 
WEIGH? 
A. AN INSTAGRAM

a tree falls in the forest and
o one is around to hear it, a
ipster will buy it on vinyl.

Q. WHY DO HIPSTERS ONLY  
USE THE MICROWAVE? 
A. THEY DON’T LIKE 
CONVENTIONAL OVENS.

Q. HOW DO YOU GET A HIPSTER 
TO EAT A HOT DOG? 

A. PUT IT IN A MAN BUN. 

Two hipsters walk into a 
bar. The first one did it 

before it was cool, and 
the second one did it 
ironically.

Q. HOW MANY 
HIPSTERS DOES 

IT TAKE TO 
SCREW IN A 

LIGHTBULB? 
A. OH, YOU WOULDN’T 

KNOW, IT’S KIND OF AN OBSCURE 
NUMBER.

I met a couple of hipsters today, and they 
yelled at me for making fun of them. Turns  
out that the politically correct term is 
“conjoined twins”.

THIS WEEK: HIPSTERS

I’M SAVING UP 
TO BUY SOCKS
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WHATEVER – to Mungo at Readers’
World c/o THE PICTURE, GPO Box 5201,
Sydney, NSW 2001, or email the big fella

at mungo@bauer-media.com.au

Send your words, pics –

Our work-release
letters editor

MUNGO’S ON
TWITTER

That’s right, I’m tweeting me heart out 
for the people. None of that what-I-had 
-for-brekky or I-just-done-a-big-poo 
stuff, just my usual classy shit. It’s at:

HERBIE GOES BANANAS!
I JUST wanna nominate Charlotte from 
Burleigh Heads, Homie of the Week in issue 
#1415, as hottest ever Aussie Home Girl. She 
has perfect C-cup titties, a tight little arse and 
her shaven smoo is a work of art. Plus she’s 
pretty as all fuck and has beaut blue eyes. 
Please make her a pin-up or something so we 
can all see more of her. She’s a doll! I can stop 
thinking about her!

HERBIE, COLLAROY, NSW

MUNGO SAYS: Well, Herbie, I have to 
admire your taste. Young Charlotte is, as 
you say, the epitome of Aussie spunkitude. 
We will see what we can do about getting 
her back for an encore. I’m pretty sure 
you’re not Robinson Crusoe in thinking 
she’s hot stuff. I’m kinda blown away by 
her meself.

EAT THIS

#1415 that invented the Hamdog has inspired 
me to come up with my own fast-food hybrid. 
You take a fresh, tasty Chiko Roll, and bung 
it in a pita bread with hommos, tabouli and a 
slash of chilli sauce and you get – ta-da – the 
Chiko-bab! It’s bound to be a winner, all I 
need now is some bucks to get it started.

NEIL, NEWSCASTLE, NSW

MUNGO SAYS: Mate, you’ve got my 
mouth-watering already. I can’t wait to 
get one in me gob after a few dozen 
beers. Use your $50 well, Grasshopper, 
and I expect to see the Chiko-bab at a 
late-night vending van soon. 

https://twitter.com/ThePictureMungo

Readers' World

ON THE PLUS SIDE
MUNGO, you asked for plus-sized models we 
would like to see in the PICTURE . Give Ashley 
Graham a phone call and ask her to pose, I’d love 
to see her voluptuous body.   

B.C., LEOPOLD, VIC

MUNGO SAYS: I asked that? Ok, if you say so. 
But it sounds like me, ’cos I like women with 
meat on their bones. I’d never heard of Ashley, 
who is what they call a “plus size” Seppo 
lingerie and fashion model, but now that I‘ve 
checked her out, I think I’m in love. She doesn’t 
do nude stuff, but she looks pretty hot in her 
fancy undies, so that’ll have t
Thanks for the tip. 

Now it’s getting hot ag
every Australian’s respo
ensure their beer is kept as cold as

possible. So I wanna see any 
piccies you have of your fancy, 

tarted-up and personalised Eskies 
and beer fridges, and if I use ‘em 

I’ll pay ya $100!

it’s

MUNGO 
WANTS TO KNOW...

THE BIGGER, 
THE BETTER!
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BLING IN THE RING!
I BET Kim Kardashian will be a bit
more careful about where she keeps
her jewellery from now on. My
suggestion would be to keep all her
bling in the safest place possible – up
her huge arse. No robber would go in
after it for fear of getting lost up there.

K.M., TENTERFIELD, NSW

MUNGO SAYS: Fair call. You could
get a job as her security adviser,
I reckon. Mind you, someone would
have to get them out for her every 
day, so you’d really have to earn 
your money.

This week’s question:
If you were the PM,

what’s the first thing you’d do?
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I OFTEN grab my man’s PICTURE for a 
perv at the Home Girls and to read what they 
have to say. They are all so sexy, especially 
some of the exotic ones from overseas, and 
heaps of them reckon they are bi, which has 
got me thinking. One of these days I want to 
arrange a threesome with one of these 
honeys for my bloke so he can have the 
experience of two women, and I can satisfy 
my lust for a hot piece of pussy. That’s one of 
the great thing about THE PICTURE – it 
puts lots of dirty ideas in my head! When I 
get it all organised I’ll send you a letter for 

the My Fuck page so the other readers can 
share in it as well. I LOVE YOUSE!

L.M., BYRON BAY, NSW

MUNGO SAYS: I LOVE YOUSE, TOO!  
I’m sure your bloke will appreciate that. 
And if he doesn’t, he’s a fucken idiot. 
As you point out, first and foremost we 
are a magazine of ideas, dirty or 
otherwise, and if we can help just one 
Aussie bloke score a hot threesome, then 
it will have all been worthwhile. Be sure 
to let us know when the deed is done. 
Sharing is caring, after all.

TRIPLE TREAT $200
WINS

LETTER OF THE WEEK

We’d chuck 
our junk in
her trunk...

NAH, YOURS 
ARE WAY 
BIGGER



WHO INVITED 
MY MOTHER-

IN-LAW?
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Hotter than a 
$100 iPhone
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GO THE BLUES!EVERYONE loves whales cos they have TITS and SUCKLE their young,

just like hot chicks. And the whales with the biggest tits – ’cos they’re

the biggest whales – are blue whales, which can grow to 30m and

bulk-up to 140,000kgs. They also look a bit like GIANT DILDOS, which

is an added bonus. These Eskimo fishermen from the coastal Alaskan

town of Shaktoolik had an encounter with a tribe of these beloved

penis-looking water-elephants when the mammoth mammals

EXPLODED from the waters of Norton Sound. The locals were out

having a quiet fish and a few cans and their first instinct was to go the

HARPOON and get their mates around for a big whale barby. But since

the Eskimos can only legally kill beluga and bowhead whales, they

restrained themselves. But the big blue bastards didn’t restrain

themselves. They kept erupting from the water to HEADBUTT THE SKY 

before swimming away, singing like Beyoncé and farting profusely.



gentleman of leisure

Deniliquin, NSW
WHERE:

WHO

That’s a coke. 
Damo wouldn’t 
drink and drive. 

A 
MAN of few words, for reasons 
known only to himself Damien 
established his man cave well  
away from home.

TELL US ƒBOUT IT, DƒMO.
“It’s in a factory in an industrial area. It’s 
sorta half warehouse, half man cave.”
ƒT LEƒST Yƒ WON’T DISTURB THE 
NEIGHBOURS. WE NOTICE THƒT 
ROCK, NOT TO MENTION ROLL, 
PLƒYS ƒ BIG PƒRT IN THE INTERIOR 
DECORƒTION.
“Yeah, I like my music. A lot of the music 
stuff is from this band Dead Daisies, made 
up of members of a lot of other bands like 
Thin Lizzy, Whitesnake and Motley Crue. I 
was fortunate enough to hang out with them 
a bit when they toured Australia with KISS.”
Yƒ OLD GROUPIE! WHƒT ƒBOUT THE 
REST OF THE GEƒR IN THERE?
“It’s all crap I’ve collected over the years. 
Still am, actually – I’m always acquiring 
more crap.”
YEƒH, BUT CRƒP’S GOOD. WE LOVE 
CRƒP. Yƒ GOTTƒ HƒVE CRƒP!. ƒNY 
FƒVE BITS ƒND PIECES?
“I suppose the KISS stuff. That’s all pretty 
good.”
TOP CRƒP! ONE THING ƒBOUT 
TƒLKING ƒBOUT CRƒP, THOUGH, IT 
ƒLWƒYS MƒKES US THIRSTY – 
WHƒT CƒN Yƒ PULL US ƒT THE BƒR.
“Ah… I’ve been meaning to put the gear in 
so I can have beer on tap behind the bar,  
but I just haven’t got around to it yet.”
NOW THƒT’S CRƒP! 
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Damien, 



What more 
could you 

want?

See more at 
AUSSIE MAN CAVES 

on Facebook

ROCK ‘N’ SKOLL!



Talking Dirty

IS NORMAL NOT NORMAL?
I’VE always been vanilla in the bedroom. I 
don’t know if I’d enjoy kinky stuff because 
I’ve never had the opportunity, but I also 
don’t have the desire. I’ve had girlfriends 
that liked to be spanked a little, which was 
cool, but it really didn’t do anything for me. 
I read some of the letters in the mag and I 
feel like I’m a bit weird because I just like it

TRINITY SAYS: No, you’re not weird. 
Just boring. Some people, like you say, 
are ‘vanilla’ and they like it that way, 
but that’s only because they haven’t 
been with someone wild to show them 
the way. How can you know if you’re 
into something unless you’ve tried it!?

MYTH-BUSTED

CRAZY?
I STARTED seeing this girl who works as a 
nude waitress and wants to become a feature 
dancer. She’s a top chick, but it’s still early 
days in our relationship. My mates have 
warned me not to get too attached ’cos they 
reckon that most strippers are either crazy
or druggos. Now, I know that my mates
are talking out their arses, but what do youj

nice and simple. Am I weird, Trin?
DAVO, RUT EELEN,N, VICIIVI

WILL playing with my tits make them grow
bigger, Trinity? My boyfriend says it will.
And he insists on playing with them every
day to prove his theory. But I’m not sure that
it’s working. Is it a real thing?
P.C., WEBB, QLD
TRINITY SAYS: Playing with your tits
wouldn’t increase them significantly
enough to justify the theory. Yes, it

p omotes blood circulation which will
kek ep them soft and plump but they 

won’t grow bigger.

g y
reckon, Trin? What percentage of strippers
that you’ve worked with have had “issues”?
O.C., BELCONNEN, ACT
TRINITY SAYS: Ha ha! They all have:
issues of some sort (some pretty
normal, others a little more intense)
mate but so do “non-strippers” so tell
your mates to get fucked! If she’s a
good girl, she’s a good girl; plain and
simple. Don’t let the job stereotype her.
I was a stripper, I’m fucking awesome
and, yeah, I’ve got an issue or two, but it
doesn’t make me any less wife material 
then the next broad.

GIVE HIM A HAND

writing in. I have a problem whenever a
girl gives me a blowjob, no matter how
long she does it for she can never make me
cum. They get me really close but I never
nut. I’ve tried relaxing, thinking about
other things, asking the girl to do it faster
and deeper, but nothing works. I have no 

“HOW CAN YOU 
KNOW IF YOU’RE 

INTO SOMETHING 
UNLESS YOU TRY?”
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TRINITY’S SEX TIP

yourself to anyone else. Just do 
what’s best for your own relationship!

HOW TO SEXY
I’VE always been the shy type, so picking 
up women has been beyond me most of my 
life. I’d like to get to a point where women 
are attracted to me. How can a bloke start 
to become sexy and desirable to women?
TRENT, VIA EMAIL
TRINITY SAYS: Women love 
confidence so you need to grow some 
balls, mate. How are girls supposed 
to be into you if you’re not secure with 
yourself! Work on that first and the 
rest will flow.

LOUD AND PROUD
I LOVE having really loud sex and I 
currently don’t have a place of my own. It’s 
really hard to get my parents out of the house. 
What kind of locations are good for loud 
roots? I’m loud enough to disturb neighbours, 

If you’re thinking of having a threesome, be sure to do it with people who 
are on the same sexual level as you, otherwise it’ll be nothing but a waste 
of time. For example, if it’s going to be two girls/one guy, be sure that both 
the girls are into licking pussy too! Get everyone involved!

problem coming when I have intercourse or 
getting a titty-fuck. But oral – nothing. This 
has been with every girl I’ve ever fucked or 
fooled around with. Hope you can give me 
some advice. Thanks.
JEZ, VIA EMAIL
TRINITY SAYS: I wouldn’t really say it’s 
a big problem. It’s not like you’re not 
coming at all. See, as much as a lot of 
guys have problems coming too easily 

y also have other problems to do 
h jizzing and 90% of the time it’s all 

your head. Just try and forget about 
nd stop worrying. If the volcano is 
ant to erupt it will!

GE OLD QUESTION

girls aged between 25 to 35 and they 
k way older than that. They look more 
they’re 40. A few Asian girls around 

age of 30 look like they are 19. Is it all 
genetics, or is it too much drinking and 

gs in early years?
MED, SUNNYBANK, QLD
INITY SAYS: Which site are 
u looking at, mate? Being a bit 
gmental, aren’t we? Try meeting 

woman in person; that usually 
rks a lot better than just going off a 
oto. Pictures don’t always capture 
erson’s true essence. Some of the 

ettiest pictures turn out to be the 
iest bitches – remember that!

UMBERS GAME
W many times a week should a healthy 
ple be having sex? We’ve been together 
4 years and we have sex a couple of 
es a week. But my mates say that’s not 
ugh. What do you reckon is a healthy 
mber? 
F.B., EDITHVALE, VIC

TRINITY SAYS: A few times a 
week, maybe 3-4, is definitely a 
healthy number. I’d be happy 
with that and so should any man! 
Ultimately, though, everyone 
is different, so don’t compare 

would be best.
K.L., SPRINGVALE, VIC
TRINITY SAYS: How does getting your 
own place sound? Surely it’s time 
for you to move out of home. People 
tend to find it a lot sexier when their 
partner’s parents aren’t in the next room. 
Seriously, time to grow up and not worry 
about sound proofing locations.

DRY TRY
MY GIRLFRIEND gets heaps wet during sex 

as fuck. Then I suggested lube and she freaked 
out. Is it because the foreplay is not enough? ?
A.L., CABRAMATTA, NSW
TRINITY SAYS: You answered your 
own question, mate! Clearly you’re not 
arousing her enough. A dry pussy is a 
clear indication of that. So put in some 
effort before you stick your dick in. Oh, 
and spitting on it doesn’t count!

TRINITY WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Do you have a question only a SEXPERT like Trinity can answer? Do you want some advice on women in general? Or do you just want to ask about her XXX-rated sex 
life? YEAH? Then write to Talking Dirty With Trinity, c/o THE PICTURE, GPO Box 5201, Sydney, NSW 2000, or send an email to trinity@bauer-media.com.au. She’s waiting!

WITH TRINITY ThePictureMungo

www.picturemag.com

picturemagazine100% uncensored sex  
advice from Australia’s  

hottest stripper!
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HOLY GUƒCƒMOLE!

I
T’S a dangerous world out there. 
You can stub your big toe getting 
out of the shower in the morning, 
infection can set in by smoko, 
you’re in emergency at lunchtime 

and dead by knock-off.
So you can’t be too careful. Even the 

seemingly harmless activity of cutting 
up an avocado for morning tea is fraught 
with danger.

Tricky bastards, avos. Just when you 
think you’ve got ’em down for the count, 
they’re liable to get back up off the 
canvas and go ya.

This poor bugger was probably 
thinking he had the situation well under 
control, looking forward to a bit of avo 
on toast, sprinkle of pepper, squeeze of 
lemon, lovely grub, when the cunt of a 
thing turned on him.

We dunno whether there was some
form of ancient oriental martial arts 
involved, but suddenly the avo had the
bloke on the ropes with a knife planted
firmly through his left mitt.

Sorta like how Bruce Lee would’ve
done it, except it’s a fucken avocado.

Well, the bloke was so firmly 
attached to the thing he had to take it to
hossie with him, and we only hope that
the doctors, once they’d detached the
stroppy stone fruit, didn’t just chuck the
tasty champion away.

Wipe the blood off and it would’ve 
made some hungry surgeon a nice little
post-operative snack.

So to the victim with the perforated
paw, we can only say: Ha ha, you lost a
fight with an avocado, and… GET UP YA
SOOK!

92%

IT’S BETTER THAN BEING MUGGED BY A 
WATERMELON WITH A MACHETE!

WHO:
ANONYMOUS AVOCADO FANCIER

WHERE: 
THE KITCHEN, PRESUMABLY

WHƒT:
HE HAD A KNIFE-FIGHT WITH AN AVO

OUCH FƒCTOR
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Cece is Sydney’s
happiest
escort! 
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PUBLISH MY 
OWN SEX 

BOOK”
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N A world where 
people often whinge 
about their daily 
grind, it’s refreshing 
to meet someone 
who can’t wait to get 

stuck into her work every day.
Especially when her job is 

wrangling the stiffies and putting 
smiles on the dials of horny 
blokes right here in Oz.

Gorgeous 19-year-old 
German Cece (that’s pronounced 
‘si! si!’, as in ‘yes! yes!’) loves 
her gig as a Sydney-based 
escort, often touring the country 
to bring happiness to the other 
capitals as well.

“The best part about sex work 
for me is that I’m so well 
rewarded for doing what I love, 
every single day,” she told us 
BETWEEN BONKS.

“And as a result of that, I’m 
exceptionally good at it. I don’t 
think there is any other 19-year- 
old girl out there with such a 
huge collection of sex stories 
like mine. I have enough 
material by now to publish  
my own sex book”
So it’s your calling – your 
VOCATION, you might say...

“Well, who doesn’t love and 
need sex? In my opinion the 
purpose of life is to make other 
living beings happy, and I have 
already done my part in having 
made lots and lots of men super 
happy. And I’m looking forward 
to many more orgasmic filled 
years to come!”
So you’d be a bit of an expert in 
all the latest techniques, fads 
and trends in the old nooky 
game, then?

I



PIN-UP

1416##
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“I wouldn’t call myself an 
‘expert’. There are just so many 
ways to play, and I barely have 
any experience in BDSM or 
pegging, for example. Hopefully 
others will teach me.”
Don’t ask us. We must’ve missed 
those lessons in sex ed at 
school. What other stuff gets 
your LOVE MUFFIN all buttery?

“Some people might get a 
shock but the ultimate turn-ons 
for me are gang-bangs and cum 
facials. What’s better than one 
sexy man? Many sexy men!”
That makes sense. In fact, 
exactly the same principle 
works with beer. How have  
you found your Oz experience?

“I feel great in Australia,  
with its laid back surfers and 
outdoorsy blokes. I definitely 
prefer the Australian mindset 

when it comes to sexuality.”
Any regional favourites from 
your travels? 

“I found Darwin men very 
sexy, and have fantasies about 
getting down and dirty with the 
tradies there whenever I walk 
past them. I’m constantly getting 
distracted by gorgeous men. I 
love a guy in a suit, but I’m just  
as drawn to men who don’t care 
at all about their looks. I find 
confident men are the hottest.”
Now tell us something DEEP and 
PHILOSOPHICAL.

 “The best memories I have 
ever had in my life were always 
sexual. The only things I deeply 
regret are the sexual pleasures 
I’ve missed out on by the way.”
That sounds both meaningful 
and horny at the same time, 
Cece!

Find her at https://twitter.com/reigncece



I

LIFE WERE
ALWAYS
SEXUAL”
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Alyssa has
tits enough for 
everybody

TO THE RAFTERS
C ARN, lift up that jaw 

and roll that tongue 
back in ya mouth. 
You’re gunna need 
some energy if you 

want any kind of chance with TOP 
HEAVY Melburnite Alyssa.

The 21-year-old YOONI student 
might have a coupla nerdy tattoos, 

of Batman and another of some 

Japanese cat, but that doesn’t mean 
she’s the kind oif girl to spend all 
day in front of a computer screen 
FIDDLING A JOYSTICK. “I’m very 
energetic in the bedroom,” boasts 
the young SPUNKRAT. “There’s 
nothing worse than boring old 
missionary.”
What’s your all-time fave possie 
then, Alyssa?one o

Made
in Oz Girl



FIRST TIME
FLASHER!
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“It depends on what kind of mood 
I’m in. Sometimes I feel like getting 
fucked and that’s when I want doggie 
style. But if I feel like doing the 
fucking then I prefer cowgirl.”
Which do the blokes enjoy more?

“Well, I only really can see the guys 
face when I’m doing cowgirl and 
sometimes I close my eyes. I don’t 
know why, I’m just enjoying it so much 
I close them!”
Do you like it when a FELLA feasts on 
your BACON SANDWICH?

“Who doesn’t? It’s not like my 
absolute favourite thing, I still prefer 
sex, but it sure is nice.”
How would you rate your own HEAD- 
GIVING skills?

“There’s always something to 
improve upon, but overall I think I’m 
not bad. I really wish I could 
deepthroat, but I always gag – I just 
can’t help it!”
Maybe you could practice by eating 
bigger bananas than usual.

“I did actually try to make my gag 
reflex better by occasionally sticking a 
few fingers down my throat, going 
deeper each time, but that didn’t 
really seem to do much.”
You’re ucky you didn’t CHOKE 
YOURSELF. What do you love most 
about your beaut bod?

“I know guys all like my boobs, but I 
love my eyes. I like putting nice eye 
make-up on and really accentuating 
their size.”
You’re TOPS all over in our books,
Alyssa. 

Made
in Oz Girl



 

“SOMETIMES
I FEEL LIKE
GETTING
FUCKED”
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wasn’t wearing one (3).
50.  At a footy stadium, it’s a 

bloody silly name, when 
everyone sits in them (6).

51.  They’re the female 
equivalent of ‘hunks’. In fact 
it rhymes! (6).

53.  Once he had hold of the CAT, 
ED ... out his fantasy on stage 
(5).

54.  The opposite of outer and 
here’s a little rhyme to help,  
There once was a feller 
called Skinner,  
Who invited a lady to dinner 
At a quarter past nine 
They sat down to dine 
And by quarter to ten it was 
... 
The dinner, not Skinner, 
Skinner was ... before dinner! 
(5).

57. Movies for grown-ups (5).
59  & 37 dn. People who stuff 

their faces with the guts to 
prove it (3,6).

60.  A swirlpool that’s great for 
two or more (3).

ACROSS
1. I LIFT HER skirt, and I’ve

never seen anything more
foul than the state of her
knickers! (8).

5. What you need to keep the
sun off your noggin (3).

  7.  The games people play every
four years (8).

11.  See 39 across.
12.  “Let’s FACE IT, RON!” she

cried. “You just wanna do it
with me!” (9).

14. The saucy housewife made
US SHY (5).

16.  Too many pricks in his arm 
and LEE ENDS his pathetic 
drug-filled life (7).

18.  Guys v. Girls - The Battle of 
the ... (5).

22.  See 46 across.
24.  Klaus undid his lederhosen 

so that Heidi could LEAP IN 
and blow his ... horn! (6).

25.  RUB PERT CANS on the 
shagpile and you’ll get red 
scratches on your tits! (6,5).

26.  I’m not boasting but my ol’ 
feller will hang down my LEG 
AND out of my shorts! (6).

27.  Tell US TRUE! Is it the place 
where 42dn begins life or 
another bloody planet? (6).

30.   Shit! Her former hubby once 
lived in Crete! (7). 

32.  As the cocktail waitress said 
to the cabby: “Would you like 
a ..., driver?” (5).

33.  The pervert who opened his 
raincoat HAS FLED (7).

34.  She was known as A BED 
SAINT because she never 
drank or opened her legs (9).

35.  Nestled in each other’s arms, 

15.  Her SIN GREW the more she 
slept around (7).

16.  She’s not broad-minded so 
you’ll never find her in the 
RAW, RON (6).

17.  They arrive with babies and a 
big bill - a bit like unwanted 
old girlfriends! (6).

19.  She had to give milk like a 
fast train (7). 

20.  A whiff of perfume CAN SET 
a feller off to the mounting of 
his woman (6).

21.  Just a passing careless shag, 
without a tie on! (6).

23.   Where pigs live - and, dear 
readers, don’t say ‘the 
copshop’! (3).

28.  They were all gorgeous but 
the NICEST, SAT with the 
least gear on (9).

29.  His BIRD ENDED their affair 
when he was confined to the 
cot with a nasty illness (9).

31.  When he woke up betrothed, 
you should have seen the 
EGG DEAN had on his face! 
(7).

33.  He ENFOLDS her in his arms 
and strokes her backside (7).

36.  Feed a CO-ED RUM and she’ll 
behave with little decency (7).

37.  See 59 down.
40.  How could you CON DOM 

into believing it was a rubber 
sleeping-bag for mice? (6).

41.  What an idiot! He CAN’T 
USE his own tool without an 
instruction book! (7).

42.  All that talk about stem cell 
research and the unborn 
baby can BORE MY socks off! 
(6). 

43.  Island in Greece where the 
lesbians come from (6).

45.   The girl behind the BAR 

Snuggled Pot and ... Pie (7).
38. The backsides of a row of

donkeys (5).
39 & 11 ac. A tabloid rag where

you SCAN THE LEADS to get
the gossip (7,5).

44. Thomas goes out at night in
search of other pussy (6).

46 & 22 ac. They’re bits of grass
in the middle of the highway
not a place to rip your gear
off, naturally! (6-6).

47. To make her cheeks turn
RED, SAM BARES his big
hairy arse (11).

48. It’s RARE IF a girl’s smoo is
lighter than the hair on her
head (6).

49.  She took it in the mouth while 
he was still talking (6).

52.  Town in Florida famous for 
it’s vice (5).

55.  Get the COPS OUT! He’s got 
his eight hands everywhere! 
(7).

56.  Because she farts too much, 
’E BANS her from eating the 
baked ones (5).

58.  “Do you come here ...?” Zero 
out OF TEN for this lousy 
chat-up line (5).

59.  Lack of sight caused by 
wanking or drinking too 
much (9).

61.  Wake up to yourself OR SUE 
will do it for you (5).

62.  Don’t ARGUE, NED, she’s too 
bloody young! (8).

63.  “Help! Save Our Sex,” cried 
the men (1,1,1). 

64.  She made me sing in a high 
voice by clutching my balls 
with her false set o’ teeth (8).

 DOWN
  2.  She REELS in horror when he 

stares lasciviously (5). 
  3.  Steamily pursued her in the 

heat of the day (5).
  4.  This little man sounds in 

extremely poor ’ealth! (3).
  5.  After she RUNG, HE had a 

pain in his gut from no food 
(6).

  6.  What a fisherman or a 
footballer keeps in his pants 
(6).

  8.  An untruth like ‘Trust me, I’m 
a doctor’! (3).

  9.  Guys with dirty habits who 
live in monasteries (5).

10.  The finger you use to finger 
or look up her number (5).

13.  Naked women hiding in the 
sand DUNES (5).

56.  Noises he makes when he’s 
doing it doggie-style (5).

$1000
WIN
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SEX ON THE 
BEACH, 

ANYONE?
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Australian ki Like a French kiss, but it’s done down under. 
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M
E AND my girl were going to a fancy
dress party, and since it was summer
and stinking hot we thought we’d go

as Tarzan and Jane, so that way we wouldn’t
have to wear too much. My girl’s name is
actually Janey, too, so that was way cool.

When we got there the party had spilled
into the backyard, where there was this huge
tree, and since things were getting a little
dull, after a few drinks me and Janey decided
to climb up the tree and act out our Jane and
Tarzan fantasy.

We took a bottle of wine and were sitting
on a branch checking out the action below 

when I started to grunt and poke her tit.
Janey got into it and made some grunting
noises and played with my dick.

When I explored further, I found her little
moot was all wet and dripping under her
loincloth, which immediately made me pitch
a tent in mine.

We’ve always been a pretty horny couple,
so we really got into it, and then I figured out
that if Janey just got on her hands and knees
along this big fucken branch, I could fuck her
from behind.

I steadied myself with my hands and
shoved my dick up her and suddenly it was 

like we were a primitive jungle couple at the
dawn of time. As I upped the pace of my
strokes we both made more grunting and
gibbering noises, and Janey shoved her hips
back at me and rotated her arse.

Her juices were already running down my
thighs and I felt a big load coming, so as I
came I let out my best Tarzan call that could
probably have been heard three blocks away.

Everyone looked up at us, saw what we
were doing, and gave a bit of a cheer. I think 
we were the hit of the party.

ROD, KINGSGROVE, NSW

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE

My aziest Fuc
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Each photo must be signed on the
back by the F*** Pix girl in the photo.
Please include your phone number
and a copy of your photo ID.

I hereby give THE PICTURE magazine the right to publish
one of the enclosed photos of me. I am over 18 years of age.
Any persons sending F*** Pix photos without the written
permission of the subject will be liable to criminal
prosecution.

I give permission for my photo to be used on the Internet.

 Tick if you do not wish us to provide information about you 
to any organisation not associated with this competition.

YOU LITTLE DEVIL! 

I 
USED to be a fan of crazy sheilas. In my 
experience they were usually pretty hot in 
the sack. 

Julie caught my eye, ’cos she was tall, had 
lots of red hair and wore capes and crazy shit 
that made her look like a witch.

Funny thing is, she was! At least, she 
reckoned she was, and I went along with it 
’cos I figured she’d be dynamite in bed.

So when she asked me to her joint for a 
witches’ mass and orgy I was up for it. Well,  
I was willing to go along with it if there was a 
root involved. 

She’d bunged candles in plastic skulls,
along with posters of demons, fake gold
goblets and a bunch of plastic 
daggers in the shape of a pentagram.

She told me I’d have to penetrate
her while she intoned the secret
words that would summon up the
devil, and a bunch of other gibberish I
didn’t catch ’cos I was concentrating
on that word “penetrate.”

We got naked and lay on the floor
in the middle of all the paraphernalia,
and I gave her furry red smoo a
serious tonguing, which soon had her
writhing around and mumbling shit
about “dark lords” and “eternal
flames”. I took that as a sign I should
give her some dick, so I eased myself
up between her legs, grabbed her
knees and slid my throbber into her,
which seemed to send the witch
even crazier.

With her legs over my shoulders, I looked 
down to see my dick ploughing in and out of 
her cute red bush, which made me go even 
fucken harder.

But just as I was about to blow my load I 
looked up at her face and she looked a bit like 
that chick in The Exorcist.

That killed the mood for me, and my spoof 
just sorta trickled out and onto her pubes. 
She kept mumbling and twitching while I 
grabbed my jocks and jeans and scarpered. 
From then on I’ve stuck with sane women. 

B.R., PRAHRAN, VIC

$250
SCORE
Girls, send us a nude or topless photo 
of yourself to run along with your fuck 

story and we’ll pay you $250!

Score $50 if we publish your hot tonking 
tale! Make sure it’s no longer than 300 

words, and include your current address 
and phone number. Letters may be 

edited for clarity. 

THE SLIDER

O
NE summer I was house-
sharing with a few people, 
among them was this hot hippie 

babe called Anna. 
She was one of those clothes-free 

types who was always wandering 
around the house naked, which was 
grouse but frustrating ’cos I wasn’t 
getting any of it.

One day when it was stinking hot 
and it was just the two of us at home, 
she came in to the loungeroom nude, 
drying herself with a towel and 
complaining about the heat.

Right then I had a brainwave. We 
had a big backyard, and I had these 
sheets on industrial-strength plastic 
I’d knocked off from a building site.

I immediately put my idea of a 
nude slip ‘n’ slide to Anna, and she 
was into it, so I pegged out the 
plastic, put the hose on it and we 
were away. We had a couple of goes 
each solo, and then I suggested we 
have a go together. 

With me on my back and Anna lying 
face down on top of me, we did one 
slide giggling like little kids, and 
when we went back for another go, 
she got a wicked look in her eye and 
massaged my cock until it got hard, 
straddled me and wedged it up her 
hairy hippie vagina.

She pushed off and as we slid I 
could feel her cunt muscles flexing 
and grabbing as she tried to stay on 
top. By the time we go to the bottom 
we both knew we were onto 
something great, so for the next hour 
or so we perfected our slip ‘n’ sliding 
fuck technique.

We tried it with her sitting on me 
reverse cowgirl and steering me like 
I was a sled, which was a beauty, and 
69-style, which was a bit dangerous 
’cos I thought she was gunna bite my 
cock off. 

Then we tried one with her 
underneath and me between her 
legs, but we didn’t slide very fair and 
ended up getting stuck halfway down. 
Didn’t matter, but – we just stayed 
there and fucked. 

Top arvo, that.
M.N., CAIRNS, QLD



SEND US YOUR JPEGS! Seen something HIGH-LARIOUS on the world wide web lately? Tag it INTERNUTTERS, forward
it to picture@bauer-media.com.au, and if we piss ourselves laughing we just might run it in the magazine. Get on it! 

WINGIN’ IT

That thing can probably do Mach 3 – so why is he in the slow lane?Great, but how are WE supposed to reach up there?

REACH FOR THE SKY

SKULL-FUCKED

Never accept an inviation to a monkey orgy.

SUDSY BUDDY 

Now the kid knows not to shake up dad’s beer.

KICKIN’ ARSE!

And when it rains he replaces them with gumboots so he can ride through puddles.

JPEG OF 
THE WEEK

Internutters ThePictureMungo

www.picturemag.com

picturemagazine



GO HARD! GO HOMIES!

BEAUT BUM ASK THE HOMIES FLASHBACK TOP TITS
This week...

Girls

WILL ’70S STYLE BIG MUFF 

THATCHES MAKE A COMEBACK?

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
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“I’m very wild in bed,” taunts inked-up
25-year-old stay-at-home mum Bambi.
“I love the hair-pulling and slapping the
arse. It has to be rough.” What is it about
getting rough that MOISTENS YOUR
MUFF? “It makes me so horny. It just
turns me on heaps. My favourite position
is doggy; I love my arse being grabbed.
I have no shame. I would have sex any
time, it doesn’t matter who is around.”
Whose seen you at it? “Friends. I’ve had
threesomes.” Two other girls? Two guys?
One of each? “All of the above. I like to
try different things all the time when it
comes to the bedroom. I love exploring.”
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? “No, ’cos
it’s gross.”

BƒMBI
SYDNEY, NSW

“My fave
position
is doggy;
I love my

arse being
grabbed”

magshop.com.au/the-picture
or call 136 116

( quote M1601PIC )

DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR!

Short terms: Offer valid for Australian residents only. Offer valid between the 28/12/2015. and 31/12/2016. Please allow two to three weeks for delivery of your first issue.  
For full terms and conditions see https://www.magshop.com.au/the-picture and https://www.magshop.com.au/people-magazine.

For Bauer Media’s privacy notice, please visit http://www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546).
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Home Girls

“I’m an aspiring body-piercer,” says 19-year-
old Jasmine Ann. “I have a sexy underboob 
tattoo and a tongue piercing.” We hope you 
put the latter to good use. “I’m in love with 
body modification; from tattoos and piercings 

to implants and scarification. I’m about to 
go under the scalpel and get a scarification 
piece on my left arm. I have 10 piercings: 
lips, labret, septum, eyebrows, ears, cartilage, 
tongue and belly-button.” What do you like 

about modelling? “I love all the different 
looks you can achieve, with all the endless 
makeup and fancy clothing options.” We’d 
rather you left clothing out of the equation 
altogether. Done much explicit work? “The 
most explicit would have to be nude.” We 
hope you’re working to change that. 
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES 
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? “I don’t even 
know what those are.”

JƒSMINE ƒNN
ADELAIDE, SA

“I’m in love 
with body 

modification”
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Tying people up gets a bad rap; 
what with kidnappings and the 
like, but bisexual 24-year-old 
waitress Tahlia reckons it can  
be a good thing too. “What I 
like about bondage is the control 
and being tied up – both giving 
and receiving. I love the thrill 
of it all.” What gets you excited 
about embarking on the eternal 
miracle that is girl-on-girl 
ROOTAGE? “I love sex with 
women because I love getting 

another chick off when I’m
licking her out. I once got it on
with another female in front of 
more than 10 men. It turned into 
a full XXX show.” 
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF 
THATCHES EVER MAKE A 
COMEBACK? “I don’t think  
it’ll make a comeback. I think 
these days women love the 
clean, smooth style and men  
like that, too. Maybe the strip 
will be as far as it goes.”

TƒHLIƒ
WARATAH, NSW

Home Girls

“I once 
got it on 

in front of 
more than 

10 men”

$2
BEAUT
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“I’ve done 
some more 

XXX stuff”

200
T BUM

BEƒUT
BUM

Fear not, 27-year-old Rose is hanging 
around, so her perfect arse will be with us for 
some time yet. “I don’t really miss England, 
just my family and friends. I love living in 
Australia. The weather’s hotter, people wear 

less and you don’t have Sunday sessions 
in England.” We’ll hopefully see you in 
THE PICTURE a few more times then. “I 
couldn’t pass up an opportunity to be in The 
Picture mag, it makes me feel sexy. Anyone 

who’s thinking about posing nude should be 
proud and confident and love their bodies, I 
love mine. I’ve done some more XXX stuff 
before and maybe a video or two... but that’s 
for play, not work.” 
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES 
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? “It will probably 
come back in fashion eventually, everything 
does. I hope not, though; I’ve had laser, so 
nothing grows down there.”

ROSE
MOUNT HAWTHORN, WA
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Home Girls

“How’s your porn career going? 
I feel really turned on by a girl 
who’s not scared to show the 
world her sexuality. Plus I think 
you’re really hot.”
LISA, CHERMSIDE, QLD

CHA
kind words, Lisa. I have
filming a lot of my own movies
and am filming with Ryan James
next week. I have a few movies
on other sites.”

CHƒRLI
WOLLONGONG, NSW

SIENNƒ
BONDI, NSW

“Your arse is so hot. If you can’t 
take it out of your undies and bring 
it over to my house and sit it on my 
face, can you at least send more 
pics of it to THE PICTURE?”
REMY, TOONGABBIE, NSW

SIEN
nude and getting lots o
Australian fans, but I am back in
Italy now. So these pics are all
you have to remember me by. 
Sorry about that Remy.”

ISSUE

1399

ISSUE

1413

$30
ASK THE
HOMIES

ASK ANY HOME GIRL ANYTHING YOU LIKE. Chuck us an email at 
askthehomegirls@bauer-media.com.au or write to Ask The Home 
Girls c/o THE PICTURE, GPO Box 5201, Sydney, NSW 2000.

$30
ASK THE
HOMIES



“I was babysitting for this couple and 
when they got home, my car would 
not start, so the dreamy husband had 
to drive me home,” says 22-year-old 
Poppy. “On the way I started taking my 
clothes off. He asked what I was doing 
and I just said, ‘I’m getting ready for 
you to pull over and fuck me.’ And he 
did. Let’s just say I have a full-time 
babysitting job now. He makes me 
beg for his cock.” We hope the missus 
doesn’t read HOME GIRLS and catch 
on. “She’s boring. She wouldn’t.”It’s 
always the ones you least expect.
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES 
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? “I don’t 
think they will. And if it does, I will be 
having no part of it. I like to be clean-
shaven at all times. You never know 
when you’re going to have a guy go 
down on you.”

POPPY
MORPHETT VALE, SA

“I’m getting 
ready for 

you to pull 
over and 
fuck me”
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Home Girls $400
HOMIESWHO
LOVE HOMIES

DOLLY
LUNƒ FOX

“I love modelling,” says 26-year-
old Lorelei. “It gives me a lot of 
confidence and makes me feel 
empowered.” Done anything 
ruder than pose nude in your 
career? “Shooting for you was 
very explicit for me. But I enjoyed 
it. I’m thinking I should do 100 
Per Cent Home Girls next. What 
do you think?” The more of you 
we see, the better. What about 
sex on camera? “Thinking 
about it kinda turns me on. I love 

porn. My favourite is MFM. I
like watching amateur porn, too;
usually one featuring little blonde
girls like me and an older guy.  
I’ve always liked older men.”
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF 
THATCHES EVER MAKE A 
COMEBACK? “I suppose 
everything could make a 
comeback. If it makes you feel 
sexy, why not? Right? But if it 
does, I wouldn’t be growing one 
as I’ve had laser hair removal.”

LORELEI
BRONTE, NSW

“I like 
watching 
amateur 

porn”
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We interrupted 29-year-old Luna Fox’s nipple 
tassle class to ask her about her 24-year-old 
mate Dolly. Luna Fox “Dolly is secretly a 
unicorn.” She certainly gives us a BIG HORN. 

Well, big-ish. Dolly “I didn’t think it was much 
of a secret.” Luna Fox “You could get lost in 
her eyes. And boobs: who doesn’t love big, 
bouncy boobies? Naked girls are great: it’s nice 

to get close when you’re both naked: you know, 
for warmth.” Dolly “Boobs, butt: you’ve gotta 
love it all. I’ve dated girls and I tend to get way 
more crushes on them than with dudes.”
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES 
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? 
Luna Fox “Oh God, I hope not. I don’t need 
a poodle in my pants.” Dolly “I’m down with 
whatever a chick is comfortable with; with 
some maintenance, of course.”

LUNƒ FOX  
& DOLLY
EAST SYDNEY, NSW

“Who 
doesn’t love 
big, bouncy 

boobs?”

“Boobs, 
butt; you’ve 
gotta love 

it all”
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Home Girls FLASHBACK JAN 2010

“I had sex 
on a flight 

to New 
Zealand”

SƒLLY 
ALICE SPRINGS, NT
We get fuck-all homies from The Alice, 
but when we do, they give us nosebleeds. 
How’s it going out there? “It’s about 40 
degrees today, but that’s OK because I like 
the hot weather.” And blokes must love 
you not wearing much! “Yes, they seem to 
all notice my boobs – I’m always getting 
comments on them. I try and sunbake in 
the nude out here if I can.” A 25-year-old 
who’s working in sales marketing, Sally 
knows all about CLOSING A DEAL: “I 
had sex on a flight to New Zealand a little 
while back. Luckily, there weren’t many 
people on the flight and we just used a 
blanket to conceal us.” Right now we could 
use a HUGE HAND SHANDY after 
looking at your tits.



CLEO
PERTH, WA
“I don’t mind going out clubbing and 
picking up a woman for me and my man,” 
explained this jaw-dropping 30-year-old 
homemaker. “It gets me off watching him 
with another woman – and of course he 
loves it, too.” Do you recommend it to other 
couples? “Definitely. As long as you’re open 
about things, it’s a lot of fun. And that’s 
what sex should be – fun.” What’s the best 
way to please a bloke? “I don’t think you 
can go past an awesome blowjob. You start 
off slow and make sure you include all his 
bits and pieces. There’s a real art to it, you 
know.” Whatever you say, Pricasso.

  65

“You can’t 
go past an 
awesome 
blowjob”
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Home Girls

VƒNESSƒ
SURFERS PARADISE, QLD

Life on the road looks pretty 
appealing if 19-year-old full-time 
Canadian traveller Vanessa is 
your dorm buddy. “The sexiest 
thing I have done is maybe have 
sex in the rain. I am not really 
sure.” What do you miss about 
your moose-laden homeland? “I 
miss my family and friends back 
home.” Have you taken advantage 
of the Aussie weather for al freso 
sexual liaisons? “Sadly no.” What 

should our readers seek out when 
they cross the Pacific to Canada? 
“Definitely hit up the ski resorts in 
Banff and Niagra Falls is a must-
see, too.” Second behind another 
peek at your fine nude form. 
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF 
THATCHES EVER MAKE A 
COMEBACK? “Yes, I think so. 
Because everything from back 
then seems to be having  
a comeback, like chokers.”

“The sexiest 
thing I’ve done 
is have sex in 

the rain”
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“Playing with 
bigger boobs 
than mine is 
always fun”

$200
TOP TITS

TOP
TITS

“I have two dogs and two cats,” says 25-year-
old Ashlee. “I classify my animals as my 
children, which tends to leave people very 
confused. Both dogs and cats make good pets, 

for the simple fact it’s a great feeling to go 
home after a long day at work to get cuddles: 
pure love.” You also have two beaut CHEST 
PUPPIES to lavish attention on. “I play with 

boobs as much as possible. They are fun to play 
with.” Big ones or small ones? “Either. Mine 
aren’t overly big, so I guess playing with bigger 
boobs than mine is always fun.”
WILL ’70S-STYLE BIG MUFF THATCHES 
EVER MAKE A COMEBACK? “I hope not;  
I’m no fan downstairs hair. But hey, each to 
their own. If it does come back, I certainly 
won’t be following the trend.”

ƒSHLEE
DOVER GARDENS, SA

 



“I love having my boobs played 
with,” admits TOP HEAVY 
23-year-old Dolly. “My nipples 
are so sensitive so a little tweak 
feels amazing!” You must have 
fellas lining up around the 
block for a chance to TUNE 
THE RADIO. “I have a partner 
at the moment so he’s the only 
one who gets to touch them right 
now.” What a LUCKY DOG! 
What else does this fortunate 
fucker get to do with you? “He 
gets to give me lots of massages 

– that’s my favourite kind of 
foreplay. I really enjoy getting 
the oils and candles out and 
making it nice and romantic 
before we get down to some 
nice, hard sex.” We’ve added 
olive oil to our shopping list.
WILL 70S STYLE BIG 
MUFF THATCHES MAKE A 
COMEBACK? “Everything 
goes in cycles so it’ll probably 
comeback at some point. I 
personally hope not, I think it 
looks pretty gross and untidy.”

DOLLY
TAMWORTH, NSW



Wanna be a Home Girl? Send us your pics and if 
they’re suitable for publication in one of the 
categories below AND WE PRINT THEM, we’ll 
fling you the appropriate cash. So get snapping, 
fill in the coupon, and see you nude soon! 

FLASH FOR CA$H!

Send your snaps to HOME GIRLS, THE PICTURE,  
GPO Box 5201, Sydney, NSW 2000. Each photo must 
be signed on the back by the Home Girl.

 Yes, I want to be a Home Girl (please tick)
I hereby give THE PICTURE magazine the right to publish one or more of the 
enclosed photos of me. I give permission for my photo to be used on the
Internet, and on MMS, SMS or DVD.

Yes, I want my photographs to be published in the next Home Girls
Annual for which I will be paid $20 at time of publication.

 By signing this agreement I signify I have read, understand and agree to 
be bound by the important Terms and Conditions below.

Important Terms and Conditions 1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of THE 
PICTURE magazine, Bauer Media Ltd, its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise 
the publication of the pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without 
restriction as to changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any 
text and/or graphics it chooses without further reference to me. 2. I hereby assign to Bauer 
Media Ltd the worldwide copyright to the photographs and acknowledge that Bauer Media 
Ltd may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in respect of the photographs, 
including using or licensing the publication of the photographs in other publications and using 
or licensing the publication of the photographs in any format including (but not limited to) 
DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the Internet. 3. I release Bauer Media Ltd its employees, agents, 
related companies and assigns from all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands 
whatsoever which I may have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from 
or relating to their publication in print or electronic media, including any liability by virtue 
of any blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any 
action for defamation. 4. I acknowledge that persons sending Home Girls photos without the 
written permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

NAME

ADDRESS

  POSTCODE

DATE OF BIRTH

PHONE (INCLUDE AREA CODE)

WORK

HOME

MOBILE

SIGNATURE

 Please tick if you do not wish us to provide information about you to any 
organisation not associated with this competition. See page 60 for Privacy Notice.

Topless  Homie

Bag Girl

Home Girl

Beaut Bum  /  Top Tits
Bedroom Babe / Homie on   
Holiday / Homie with Hobbies
Home Girl of the Week

$100

$100

$150

$200

$400

$400

“I enjoy 
getting the

oils and
”

$400
HOMIE OF
THE WEEK
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The fastest two-wheeled thing on the
planet is Mike Akatiff’s Ack Attack. It’s
two 1300cc Suzuki engines are sucked

off by a Garrett turbo, intercooled with dry-ice,
and it yelps along at 605 km/h plus change.

The most mental motorcycle ever
was Kawasaki’s H2 Mach IV 750 two-
stroke. Re-christened ‘Widowmaker’,

it killed more cunts than cholera. It only had 74
horsepower, but a frame made out of old rubber
bands and brakes made from recycled frypans.

MOTORCYCLES

Saves wear 
and tear on 

the front hoop

The fastest production motorcycle 
is Kawasaki’s 326-horsepower 
supercharged H2 Ninja. Turkish 

racer Kenan Sofoglu jizzed one across the 
Ozman Gazi bridge, hitting 400km/h.

No-one has ever built sexier 
motorcycles than the Eyeties. The 
sexiest ever was the MV Agusta 

F4, designed by Massimo Tamburini. He died 
in 2014 because there was no point in living 
anymore. His work was done.

In the original American outlaw 
biker film The Wild One, you’d think 
star Marlon Brando would’ve ridden 

a Seppo ’cycle. Wronnnnng! His ride in the 
movie was a Pommy Triumph Thunderbird 6T. 

Ducati started out making 
radios, Kawasaki began by 
producing trains, Yamaha 

made pianos and Suzuki was once 
the best loom-maker in all of Japan. 
Honda started out making pushbikes.

In 2011, Yank Rusty Vaughan 
rode 3249.9km in 24 hours 
at the Continental Tyre test 

track in Texas.Then he went mad, 
fanged off into the desert and 

was eaten by vultures.






